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Abstract. Near-infrared (NIR) diffuse optical spectroscopy (DOS) and
diffuse optical imaging (DOI) show promise as noninvasive clinical
techniques for breast cancer screening and diagnosis. Since NIR
methods are based on optical contrast between healthy and diseased
tissue, it is essential to characterize the sources of endogenous con-
trast in normal subjects. We report intra- and inter-subject variation
and bilateral asymmetry of the optical and physiological parameters
of 31 women using a seven-wavelength NIR frequency-domain pho-
ton migration (FDPM) instrument. Wavelength-dependent absorption
and reduced scattering parameters (ma and ms8 , respectively) were
measured in four major quadrants and the areolar regions of left and
right breasts. These values were used to determine tissue concentra-
tions of oxy-(HbO2) and deoxy-(Hb-R) hemoglobin, lipid content,
water concentration, and tissue ‘‘scatter power.’’ Mean total hemoglo-
bin for premenopausal (PRE) women (20 to 30 mM) is approximately
two-fold higher than for postmenopausal (POST) subjects at all posi-
tions. POST women have approximately 50% higher lipid content (50
to 60%) than PRE at all positions. Water concentration on average is
1.8-fold higher for PRE subjects (30 to 40%) than POST. These differ-
ences are most pronounced when comparing the areolar complex to
the other regions of the breast. In premenopausal women, the areolar
regions have 40 to 45% increased total hemoglobin concentration
(THC), 20 to 25% lower lipid content, and 30 to 60% higher scatter
power versus the quadrants. Small-scale (3 cm) changes in optical
properties are negligible compared to large-scale variations over all
quadrants, where the intrinsic spatial heterogeneity of healthy breast
tissue is 20 to 40% for ma and 5 to 12% for ms8 . Although no con-
sistent right-left differences are observed in the study population, rela-
tive differences between symmetric positions ranged from 18 to 30%
for THC, 10 to 40% for adipose, 10 to 25% for water, and 4 to 9% for
scattering (674 nm) within an individual. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical In-
strumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1695560]

Keywords: breast; photon migration; breast optics; near-infrared spectroscopy; non-
invasive.
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1 Introduction
A variety of near-infrared~NIR! optical methods for the de-
tection, diagnosis, and clinical management of breast cance
are under development. In general, near-infrared~NIR! meth-
ods are based on photon migration models and technolog
such as diffuse optical spectroscopy~DOS! and diffuse optical
imaging~DOI!. DOS and DOI methods provide unique quan-
titative physiological information that can be used in conjunc-
tion with conventional medical imaging techniques, such as
magnetic resonance imaging1–3 and ultrasound.4,5 Recent ap-
plications of diffuse optical methods in breast cancer include
monitoring chemotherapy,6 hormonal effects,7,8 characterizing
tumors,9–11 and assessing disease risk.

Address all correspondence to Bruce J. Tromberg. University of California, Irv-
ine, Beckman Laser Institute, 1002 Health Sciences Road, Irvine, California
92612. Tel: 949-824-8367; FAX: 949-824-6969; E-mail: tromberg@bli.uci.edu
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In this work, we employ a DOS instrument based
frequency-domain photon migration~FDPM! technology.
FDPM utilizes intensity-modulated light to separate and qu
tify intrinsic tissue absorption and scatteringin vivo.12 Mea-
surements of absorption coefficients(ma) at multiple wave-
lengths are used to calculate concentrations of the princ
NIR breast tissue chromophores: deoxy-hemoglobin, o
hemoglobin, lipids, and water.13,14Measurements of the wave
length dependence of the reduced scattering parameter(ms8)
is related to the size and distribution of biologic
scatterers.15,16 Hence, the spectral behavior of bothma and
ms8 can be used for the noninvasive physiological charac
ization of soft tissues.

Several investigators have demonstrated the ability of D
and DOI methods to distinguish malignant from benign bre

1083-3668/2004/$15.00 © 2004 SPIE
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of FDPM instrument and hand-held probe.
The main components of the instrument are: network analyzer, DC
current source, bias T, diode lasers, optical switch, and avalanche
photodiode. See text for detailed description.
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lesionsin vivo.9–11,17Preliminary studies have also described
the effects of biological factors such as age, menopausal st
tus, hormone use, and menstrual cycle fluctuations on optica
properties in normal tissue.7,18 This study focuses on analyz-
ing the intrinsic spatial variations of breast tissue optical prop
erties in 31 healthy subjects.

Optical property variations across a small subsection o
tissue~3 cm! are compared to intrasubject variations over the
entire breast. The effects of age and menopausal status on t
spatial distribution of optical and physiological parameters are
also examined. In addition, since bilateral asymmetry in
breasts is common in women, we present data on the typica
differences in optical properties between left and right breasts
Our results provide insight concerning the glandular distribu-
tion, vascular patterns, and asymmetry within healthy breas
tissue. These factors play an important role in characterizin
normal breast tissue physiology and understanding the appea
ance of disease.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Clinical FDPM Measurements
A 1-GHz portable, multiwavelength, high-bandwidth
frequency-domain photon migration instrument has been de
signed and optimized for clinical optical property studies~Fig.
1!. The FDPM instrument and theory has been described i
detail elsewhere.19 Briefly, the network analyzer is used to
produce modulation frequencies from 50 MHz to 1 GHz. A
DC current source is mixed with RF power provided by the
network analyzer in a bias network, which distributes power
to one of seven laser diodes~674, 780, 803, 849, 894, 915,
and 980 nm! to produce amplitude-modulated light. An opti-
cal switch delivers light serially from each diode to a 100-mm
graded index optical fiber that delivers diode laser output to
the tissue. A hand-held probe has been designed to house
avalanche photodiode~APD! that records the diffuse light sig-
d From: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 11/01/2016 Terms 
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nals after propagation through the tissue. The probe contai
plastic attachment on the casing to secure the source fiber
fixed distance of 21 mm from the APD. The network analyz
measures the phase and amplitude of the electronic signa

Amplitude-modulated light traverses through tissue a
photon density wave~PDW! with a distinct phase and
amplitude.20 The phase shift and amplitude of the PDW aft
propagation through tissue was determined at each wa
length between 50 to 700 MHz at 1.375 MHz intervals. T
range of modulation frequencies was swept repetitively
that each amplitude and phase value represents an avera
four measurements. The measurement time over all se
wavelengths is less than a minute. The optical power launc
into the subject ranged from 5 to 25 mW for each diode. T
instrument response was calibrated before each measure
session on a tissue phantom of known optical properties.

FDPM data was collected from a total of 31 volunteers:
premenopausal volunteers ages 18 to 48 years of age~PRE!
and 13 postmenopausal women ages 52 to 64~POST!, six of
whom were using hormone replacement therapy. Meas
ments on 28 of the subjects were performed at five disti
positions on each breast~Fig. 2!: one position at each of the
four quadrants midway between the nipple and the edge of
breast and the superior areolar border. The measuremen
cations were abbreviated as follows:R5right, L5 left, U
5upper, L5 lower, O5outer, I5 inner, andA5areolar,thus
LUO denotes the left upper outer quadrant. Three repeat m
surements were made by removing and replacing the prob
each location to ensure accuracy. Data from five normal p
menopausal volunteers ages 27 to 47 were obtained to pro
information on variations in a small region of tissue. A ser
of seven measurements were acquired in 5-mm increm
over a 3-cm line in the upper outer quadrants of both brea
~Fig. 2, inset!. Two repeat scans were performed. To ens
reproducible and accurate probe placement, all sites w
measured and marked with a surgical pen. All data was
lected with subjects resting in the supine position. Expe
ments were conducted in adherence to University of Calif
nia ~UC! Irvine IRB approved protocols 95-563 and 99-218
After providing informed consent, volunteers filled out a bri
questionnaire, which surveyed pertinent medical history.

Fig. 2 Measurement map of healthy volunteers. Each breast is divided
into four quadrants: upper outer (UO), upper inner (UI), lower outer
(LO), and lower inner (LI). FDPM measurements are made in each
quadrant and the superior areolar border (UA). Inset: Location of mea-
surements for small-scale investigation of tissue for five subjects. A
series of seven measurements over a 3-cm line were made in 5-mm
increments as shown. The probe is aligned so that the source (S) and
detector (D) are perpendicular to the scan line.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3 535
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Table 1 Variation of optical and physiological properties in a small volume of tissue for five subjects.
Values represent the normalized standard deviation of seven measurements made over a 3-cm span of
tissue in the right upper outer quandrant.

Normalized standard deviation (%)

Optical/physiological
parameter Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5

Age 27 35 35 40 47

ms8 3 3 3 6 4

Scatter power 9 16 9 15 2

StO2 1 1 1 1 1

THC 9 16 9 14 2

Water 14 12 9 3 12

Lipid 3 5 5 5 4
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2.2 Theoretical Model
The P1 approximation to the Boltzmann transport equation
was used to extract tissue absorption(ma) and reduced scat-
tering(ms8) coefficients from frequency-dependent phase and
amplitude curves.21,22 The model employs an extrapolated
boundary condition for a semi-infinite geometry.23 To deter-
mine the optical properties from a given set of frequency-
dependent data, a Marquardt-Levenburgx2 minimization al-
gorithm was used to simultaneously fit the amplitude and
phase by minimizing the difference between the measure
values and those predicted by theP1 approximation.

Physiological properties were calculated from the deter
minedma values measured at seven wavelengths by assumin
breast tissue is composed of four principal NIR absorbers
deoxy-hemoglobin~Hb-R!, oxy-hemoglobin(HbO2), lipids,
and water. Melanin was not included as an absorber, since th
contribution of the epidermis to the total sampled volume of
tissue is small.

Hemoglobin concentrations are measured inmM, lipid
content is measured as a mass density percentage, and wa
is calculated relative to pure water, 55.6 M. Total hemoglobin
concentration~THC! is @Hb#1@HbO2#, and tissue hemoglo-
bin oxygen saturation(StO2) is (@HbO2#/THC)* 100%. The
four chromophore concentrations are determined using
least-squares solution toEc5ma , whereE is a 734 matrix
of the molar extinction coefficients andc is the concentration
of the chromophores.24–26 In matrix representation, the chro-

mophore concentration is given by:cW5(EW TEW )21EW Tma ,

whereEW T and EW 21 denote the transpose and inverse of the

matrix EW , respectively.
The spatial heterogeneity in an individual was calculated

from the normalized standard deviation~NSD! of the values
determined at ten breast measurement locations~five positions
on each breast!. The NSD equals the standard deviation re-
flected as a percentage of the mean:(s/ x̄)* 100%.
medical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3
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3 Results
To measure the variability in physiological and optical pro
erties within a small subsection of tissue~3 cm!, a series of
seven measurements were made in 5-mm increments in
upper outer quadrants of five normal premenopausal subje
The variability of each parameter was assessed using the
malized standard deviation. The results of the right breast
displayed in Table 1. The change over a 3-cm span is sm
for ms8 ~less than 10%!, StO2 ~less than 5%!, and lipid con-
tent ~less than 11%!. Scatter power and water content are t
most variable parameters~10 to 20%!. Hemoglobin variability
~oxy-, deoxy-, and total! for the five subjects ranges from 2 t
16%.

The spatial variations of healthy breast tissue over the
tire breast and age-dependent trends in tissue heteroge
are displayed in Figs. 3–6. Figure 3 illustrates the mean t

Fig. 3 Mean total hemoglobin concentration at each measurement
position for PRE (n515) and POST (n513) subject groups. Values are
determined from wavelength-dependent absorption values for seven
wavelengths ranging from 674 to 980 nm. Error bars represent the
standard deviation of the mean.
of Use: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/ss/termsofuse.aspx
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Fig. 4 Mean water concentration relative to pure water (%) at each
measurement site for PRE and POST subject groups. Error bars repre-
sent the standard deviation to the mean.
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hemoglobin concentration for PRE and POST subject group
at each quadrant position. Mean total hemoglobin for PRE
women is approximately two-fold higher than for POST
women at all positions. Areolar total hemoglobin levels are
approximately 30 to 45% higher than average quadrant leve
for PRE subjects, and 25 to 40% higher for POST subjects~89
and 94% confidence interval for left and right breast, respec
tively!. The lower quadrants of PRE women have lower total
hemoglobin concentrations relative to the upper quadrant
~83% confidence interval!.

Water concentration on average is 1.8-fold higher for PRE
subjects than POST~Fig. 4!. Areolar water concentration is 30
to 50% higher than water concentration for the quadrants fo
PRE and POST women~84 and 94% confidence interval for
left and right breasts, respectively!. For PRE women, how-
ever, the lower quadrants have more water than the uppe
quadrants~86% confidence interval!; the same pattern is not
evident for POST women.

Average lipid content for PRE and POST subject groups a
each measurement position are shown in Fig. 5. POST wome
have approximately 50% higher lipid content than PRE
%
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women at all positions. Aerolar lipid content is 25 to 35
lower than average lipid content in the four quadrants for P
and 10% lower in POST women~74% confidence interval!.
The lower outer quadrants have lower adipose content tha
other three quadrants in PRE women~88% confidence inter-
val!; this pattern does not persist in POST women.

The meanStO2 values calculated over the entire breast a
7466 and 7568% for PRE and POST subject groups, r
spectively. The left upper outer quadrant exhibits differen
between subject groups(75.666% for PRE and8069% for
POST!, consistent with our previous reports,7,8 though this
trend does not appear in the other measurement positi
Areolar regions have significantly lower saturation valu
(69.767% for PRE and69.8612% for POST, 97% confi-
dence interval!. There are no significant variations in th
quadrants.

A plot of the reduced scattering coefficient at 674 nm f
the two subject groups demonstrates thatms8 shows little po-
sitional variation@Fig. 6~a!#. The inner quadrants have highe

Fig. 6 (a) Mean reduced scattering coefficient ms8 at 674 nm at each
measurement site for PRE and POST subject groups. Values are calcu-
lated from best diffusion model fits to phase and amplitude data. (b)
The scatter power (ms85Alscatter power) versus position for PRE and
POST subject groups, where A is constant ms8 is the reduced scatter-
ing coefficient, and l is the wavelength in nanometers. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of the mean.
Fig. 5 Mean lipid content relative to pure lipid (%) at each measure-
ment position for PRE and POST subject groups. Error bars represent
the standard deviation of the mean.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3 537
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Fig. 7 The normalized standard deviation (NSD) to the mean lipid
concentration for the eight quadrant sites versus age for the 28 volun-
teers. The line represents a linear least-squares fit to the data.
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scattering on average than outer quadrants~approximately
0.05 to0.1 mm21) for both subject groups~77 and 92% con-
fidence intervals for right and left breasts, respectively!.

The wavelength dependence of scattering~i.e., scatter
power! is influenced by the fat, collagen, and epithelial con-
tent. The scatter power(ms85Al2scatter power) is shown for
each position in Fig. 6~b!. PRE women have a scatter power
that is 1.5-fold higher than POST women. The areolar scatte
power is 30 to 60% greater in PRE women, and 15 to 30%
greater in POST women~99 and 88% confidence intervals for
left and right breasts, respectively!. The right areola has a
larger scatter power than the left on average by about 15 t
25% ~97% confidence interval!.

The normalized standard deviation of the physiological pa
rameters over the eight breast quadrants was calculated f
each of the volunteers to quantify the variability typically
found in healthy breast, and to investigate age-related chang
in heterogeneity. Only lipid content showed significant
changes in heterogeneity with age~Fig. 7!. PRE and POST
women typically(>89% of volunteers! have a NSD of 30%
or lower for adipose tissue, and lipid heterogeneity decrease
with age(R50.60). The NSD is typically(>89% of volun-
teers! less than 40% for THC, less than 30% for water, less
than 12% forms8 ~at 674 nm!, and less than 25% for the
scatter power. The normalized standard deviation forStO2 is
less than 12% for all but one~97%! of the 28 individuals.

Table 2 Mean deviation between left and right breasts for 28 indi-
viduals (%).

Water THC
Scatter
power Lipid ms8

Upper outer
quadrant

13 31 22 20 7

Other
quadrants

11 25 10 15 7

Areolar 25 18 26 40 9
538 Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3
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A small degree of asymmetry between breasts is comm
in women. To examine the differences between the right
left breasts of healthy individuals, the relative differen
~uright-leftu/average! * 100% for the four quadrants of eac
subject was measured~Table 2!. Although differences be-
tween right and left breasts exist in individuals, the resu
found no consistent differences between the right and
breasts in the population forms8 , water, lipid, THC, orStO2 .
The right areolar region, however, has significantly high
mean scatter power values than the left, and equal or gre
values were measured in 23/26 cases. The question of whe
there is regular breast volume asymmetry rema
unsolved.27–29The relative difference between symmetric p
sitions can range from 18 to 30% for THC, 10 to 40% f
adipose, 10 to 25% for water, and 4 to 9% for scattering~674
nm!, depending on position~Table 2!.

4 Discussion
Optical techniques for breast cancer detection are base
the assumption that differences in tissue absorption and s
tering can provide a basis for tumor characterization and cl
cal management. Thus, the accuracy and efficacy of opt
mammography requires detailed study of the multiple fact
affecting breast tissue heterogeneity and composition. Br
tissue is nonuniform; furthermore, physiological changes t
occur over a woman’s lifetime can affect the distribution a
composition of healthy breast tissue. With the onset of me
pause, glandular tissue involutes and is replaced by adip
which produces a new spatial distribution of chromophor
In addition, this process is nonuniform, which changes
inherent heterogeneity of the breast tissue.30 Reduced scatter-
ing (ms8 and tissue hemoglobin oxygen saturation(StO2)
showed<12% variation over the entire breast and<6%
over a 3-cm region. Alterations inms8 or StO2 may signify
regions of breast disease. Previous studies have shown
increased spatial heterogeneity in scattering may be indica
of normal tissue or benign breast disease, while regions
more uniform scattering may suggest invasive cancer.11 Sig-
nificantly higherms8 values observed for the inner quadran
@Fig. 6~a!# may be due to contributions of the sternal bord
and pectoralis muscle to the optical signal. Changes in t
hemoglobin over small regions of tissue~5 to 11%! may be
attributed to spatial variations in underlying blood vessels
the probed tissue volume.

In PRE women, the areolar region displayed 25 to 30
lower lipid content, 30 to 50% higher water content, 30
60% higher scatter power, and 5% lowerStO2 values when
compared to the quadrants~Figs. 3–6!. These results are con
sistent with the unique physiology of the areola. Since lac
erous ducts open at the surface of the nipple, glandular tis
is concentrated and superficial at the areola.31 The ducts are
surrounded by highly vascularized connective tissue; the
fore, our measurements of elevated hemoglobin and redu
adipose content in this region of the breast are consistent
known breast structure.31 Lower StO2 at the areola may be
due to the higher metabolic demands of glandular tissue.31,32

The areolar complex lacks fat and is mostly comprised
dense fibrous tissue and smooth muscle; the surrounding
mented areola contains apocrine and eccrine glands.33 As a
result, the areola has a greater scatter power, indicative
of Use: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/ss/termsofuse.aspx
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smaller scattering particles. In POST women, the areolar re
gion had 25 to 40% higher hemoglobin, 10% lower lipid con-
tent, and 15 to 30% greater scatter power. Since glandula
tissue is replaced with fat after menopause, the optical con
trast of the areolar region is less pronounced in POST
subjects.31 Deeper pigmentation of the areolar region may
play a role in the increased absorption and scattering value
However, the contrast of the areola is less pronounced i
POST women, which suggests that the differences in optica
parameters at this location are mainly physiological and ana
tomical.

Spatial heterogeneity in lipid and water content can be
attributed to the nonuniform distribution of glandular struc-
tures in the breast. Glandular tissue contains higher water con
tent than adipose tissue due to the higher water content o
ductal epithelial cells and connective tissue compartments
Thus regions of higher lipid or higher water content arise,
depending on whether the volume of tissue sampled is mostl
fatty or glandular.

Intrasubject lipid spatial heterogeneity decreases as a fun
tion of age~Fig. 7!. These results are consistent with glandu-
lar tissue composition and atrophy that accompanies meno
pause. The premenopausal breast consists of glandul
structures embedded in fat. As a result, the spatial heterog
neity of adipose tissue in younger women is greater than in
older women who have a more uniform distribution of adi-
pose. Figure 7 shows that the spread of NSD values is large
for younger women and decreases with age. The volume o
glandular tissue and fat vary with breast size.33 Thus in a
population of premenopausal women of varying breast size
there is a wide range of NSD values.

The NSD values calculated for water and total hemoglobin
concentration show that the variability for these parameter
over both breasts is typically less than 30 or 40%, respec
tively, which reflects the intrinsic heterogeneity of healthy
breast anatomy. Since previous studies show that tumor tissu
can exhibit 2- to 4-fold higher THC and water levels than
surrounding breast tissue,9–11 optical techniques have promise
for characterizing and detecting certain lesions. However
sensitivity is highly dependent on the lesion size and type
and whether exogenous contrast-enhancing agents are e
ployed.34,35 Furthermore, contrast based on measurements o
the symmetric location on the uninvolved breast can be
problematic.36 This is due to our observation of large differ-
ences between the left and right breasts in most physiologica
parameters. Interestingly, this feature may have diagnosti
utility, since recent studies suggest that substantial brea
asymmetry may be indicative of breast cancer risk.37

5 Summary
The intra- and inter-subject spatial variations of the optica
and physiological parameters of 31 subjects are investigate
using diffuse optical spectroscopy. Small-scale variations~3
cm! are found to be negligible compared to larger variations
over the whole breast. Our results show that the properties o
the areolar complex are unique compared to the four mai
quadrants, and glandular tissue distribution plays an importan
role in baseline optical properties of the breast. These differ
ences are clearly age- and hormone-dependent. In additio
bilateral asymmetry can be significant in an individual, al-
d From: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 11/01/2016 Terms 
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though no consistent right-left differences are observed i
population. The intrinsic spatial heterogeneity of healt
breast tissue is 20 to 40% forma and 5 to 12% forms8 . These
values are important because they establish the fundame
sensitivity limits for detecting breast disease based on opt
contrast.
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